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Free-Motion Quilting Workbook
"Beautifully finish your quilts with this pictorial reference for choosing and sewing
eye-catching filler stitches."--Page 4 of cover.

The Ultimate Guide to Rulerwork Quilting
Nancy Zieman, the nation's most recognized and revered sewing expert, teaches
aspiring and experienced embroiders everything they need to know to master this
craft. An easy-to-understand tutorial explains the basics of machine embroidery,
and detailed photos and illustrations depict every step of using these machines for
top-notch results. Readers will learn about what tools are needed, how to organize
the embroidery area, types of machines, designs, templating/positioning, software,
stabilizers, hooping fabrics, trouble shooting and finishing touches. The book also
shows readers how to apply those skills as they use machine embroidery to
embellish everything from hats and shirts to blankets and towels. Easy-to-follow
tutorial for beginners in machine embroidery Features a glossary of common terms
Provides inspiration or moving beyond the basics into more advanced projects

Fill'er Up
Unleash the magic of the Bernina Embroidery software Version 8. Become
comfortable with digitizing your own designs or other designs to make wonderful
embroidery. This book shows how to work with the software in twelve projects with
illustrated step-by-step instructions that will provide you with a wonderful
understanding of V8. Working through the book will develop your ability to take
advantage of its art canvas, the embroidery side, and even steps through
designing an embroidered quilt with embroidery in the Quilter part of the software.
Most of the projects provide suggestions for how you might use the resulting
embroidery designs so that you will end up with some small items for yourself or
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for gifts, such as a needle book, a door hanger, a fabric greeting card, and others.
This book will help you develop a knowledge of the steps needed for building
additional in-the-hoop machine embroidery so you can develop others for use on
clothing, bags, home decorative items, and quilts.

Beginner’s Guide to Free-Motion Quilting
Using wholecloth quilts, Jen Eskridge provides 10 elaborate linear quilting designs
as a framework for building free-motion quilting designs. Eight process chapters
detail everything from planning and designing to marking and materials, making
this the perfect book for anyone hoping to improve their machine-quilting
skills—no matter their skill level! Plus, a huge gallery of 40 quilts from 17
contributing quilters, with each linear design interpreted 4 ways, provides oodles of
inspiration.

25 Days to Better Machine Quilting
Admirers of Minki Kim’s machine-sewn illustrations will adore her new Zakka motifs
in wool, perfect for hand stitching and easy for beginners. Sixty-three colorful
designs celebrate the best of everyday life, from morning rituals to nature’s
beauty. Display your work on six impossibly cute projects, including a leather-strap
purse, patchwork coasters, and a boxy sewing case. A robust gallery shows ideas
for heartfelt gifts and even more fun ways to decorate your space.

The Ultimate Guide to Rulerwork Quilting
Create Beautiful Machine Quilting with Almost No Marking. Sew these 24 graceful
machine-quilting designs with ease on your home sewing machine, with almost no
marking! An elegant alternative to stippling or meandering for all-over quilting, or
give your quilt the look of Sashiko without the slow hand sewing. Many designs can
build into more intricate patterns by simply adding more lines. Scalable patterns
are easy to enlarge or reduce to fit even odd-shaped spaces. Every design includes
easy-to-follow instructions and stitched sample; some include full-page pattern.
Whether you want to quilt a simple overall pattern or a show-stopping design for a
competition, you'll love the elegance of these continuous-line designs. Stitching
them is so easy: just sew one line of stitching at a time. Stitch some designs with
feed dogs up, others with them down. Designs include cross-hatching, triangles,
stars, clamshells, jigsaw puzzles, and many more.

Free-Motion Meandering
Let Mother Nature inspire your quilting! Best-selling author Amanda Murphy (FreeMotion Quilting Idea Book and Rulerwork Quilting Idea Book) shares the next book
in her free-motion quilting series, packed with exciting new motifs. This handy
guide provides more than one hundred original ideas inspired by the elements
around you—water, air, feathers, ferns, leaves, sticks, stones, flowers, and fire.
Gain confidence in your free-motion work with step-by-step instructions and branch
out in your creativity with a myriad of ideas organized by element and design type.
Add texture, movement, and a sense of the natural world to your quilting, whether
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you're sewing on a domestic sewing machine or a longarm.

Pucker Free Seams
When you're done piecing a quilt, do you often wonder how to finish it with freemotion quilting? Discover how to fill setting triangles, blocks, and borders with a
variety of traditional and modern quilting designs, divided into chapters by style:
Lines and Squiggles, Curves and Pebbles, Swirls and Feathers, and Just for Fun.
This is a must-have book and lifelong reference for any quilter's library. Gain
confidence as you follow the arrows and see how to fill a confined space with
continuous-line quilting motifs that are adaptable to blocks, triangles, and borders
Discover which designs will work best before you sew by practicing your quilting;
trace the designs with your finger or on tracing paper Whether you use a long-arm
or home sewing machine, you'll enjoy quilting the wide variety of designs

The Complete Guide to Machine Quilting
Cassie Barden, author of the best-selling The New Handmade, and talented
designer Adrienne Smitke present an exciting new array of designs for the modern
sewist. Discover creative, stylish, and above all, practical projects by young
designers who really know how to sew. Find 22 enticing ideas for bags and
accessories, items for travel, and home decor--a terrific value Learn a variety of
ways to personalize and embellish Follow clear, step-by-step instructions to create
beautiful projects you'll appreciate for both their utility and style

Fabulous Feathers & Fillers
Quilting rulers have long been used by longarm quilters to make uniform shapes
while quilting, but now, with the advent of the domestic ruler foot, domestic
quilters can join in on the fun, too! Amanda Murphy, best-selling author of the FreeMotion Quilting Idea Sampler, starts by showing you how to use 6 basic shapes of
machine quilting rulers to lay a foundation for your quilting, then moves on to
teaching you 59 different designs. Finish up by following Amanda’s suggestions for
filling in the background space with free-motion quilting.

The Quilters Ultimate Visual Guide
Photo tutorials show stitching in action for 50+ free-motion quilting designs to
create modern quilts with classic style! Popular blogger and designer, Natalia
Bonner, illustrates her instructions with detailed photos that make it easier to get
beautiful results on your home sewing machine. Learn how to quilt all-over, as
filler, on borders, and on individual blocks…using loops and swirls, feathers and
flames, flowers and vines, pebbles and more! Includes tips for choosing batting
and thread, layering and basting, starting and stopping, and prepping your
machine are included. After you’ve practiced, show off your new skills with six
geometric quilt projects.

The Big Book of Table Toppers
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If facing a blank quilt sends you running for the security of a boring allover quilting
pattern, this book will cure you. Sue comprehensively addresses supplies for
designing, marking, basting, and free-motion quilting. Then she covers designing
and quilting several types of feathers: Simple feathers, feathers to fit border,
feathers with curved spines, motif-style feathers, feathers for wholecloth. After
discussing fillers such as stippling, she describes how to machine quilt on a home
machine and concludes with practice exercises and 9 projects to build skills and
experience. As a bonus, the pattern and instructions for the award-winning TEA AT
TENBY quilt she created with her sister, Pat Holly, are included.

Free-motion Framework
Take your machine’s walking foot for a walk on the wild side and move beyond
basic stitch-in-the-ditch quilting! In her follow-up to best-selling Foolproof Machine
Quilting, award-winning author Mary Mashuta teaches you how to quilt attractive
lines, curves, and geometric shapes with a walking foot. The book includes a
multitude of designs, each adapted for walking-foot quilting and marked with clock
icons to indicate the skill level and time required to accomplish it. This visual guide
provides an inspirational gallery of 30 finished quilts and is enhanced by detailed
photos of successfully quilted blocks, center panels, sashing, borders, and corners.

Free-Motion Machine Quilting 1-2-3
Are feathers and swirls your fallback? Learn how satisfying it is to quilt with only
straight lines! Quilting expert Natalia Whiting Bonner shares sxity new straight-line
motifs to fill in triangles, square blocks, and borders, plus allover designs. Teach
your walking foot some new tricks or practice controlled free-motion quilting with
rulers. Domestic or longarm machine… the choice is yours! Each pattern comes
with step-by-step photos, so quilters of all levels can conquer their fears of straightline quilting, and learn to rock it!

Quilt with Tula and Angela
Pucker or Puckering is the most used (abused?) term in the garment
manufacturing industry. Pick up any quality controllers report, and the first thing
that will strike your eye will be “…Puckering in armhole, …Puckering in neckline
binding, …control Puckering in bottom hem…” the list is endless. Buying office
quality controllers are as enamoured of this term as much as manufacturers abhor
it. What is it that makes it so distasteful? Why does it occur? How can it be
controlled? While there are numerous leaflets, documents and articles available on
pucker, we have found that the majority of them lay great stress on “inherent
pucker” (only material parameters). In this booklet have tried to include process
parameters as well as sewing of lightweight fabrics. All said and done, the problem
is so intricately interdependent that exhaustive compilation is well nigh impossible.
We are sure this booklet will help manufacturers to understand the rationale
behind this publication and we will consider our effort successful if enthusiastic
readers regularly inform us about newer methods to tackle the problem.

Free-Motion Quilting for Beginners
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Discover how to machine quilt creative designs the easy way. More than 60
striking quilting motifs are at your fingertips in this comprehensive visual guide to
free-motion machine quilting. Lori Kennedy takes you through each step of the
process with easy-to-understand instructions and a multitude of clear, close-up
photos so you won't miss a stitch. Learn to quilt dozens of unique and clever
motifs, including flowers, animals, zigzags, swirls and twirls, and much more Give
your next project that irresistible pop of texture you've been looking for--many of
these designs aren't found in other quilting books Convenient lay-flat spiral binding
makes the instructions easy to follow while you quilt

180 Doodle Quilting Designs
Take an in-depth look at the artistry of Angela Walters in a coffee table book. The
best-selling author gives insight into her free-motion quilting design process, with
detail photography.

Rulerwork Quilting Idea Book
Popular machine quilter Angela Walters will motivate you to try something new!
Learn to stitch her fresh continuous-line designs on your longarm or domestic
machine. Includes step-by-step instructions for continuous-line swirls, circles,
squares, vines, arcs, and points. Using basic free-motion skills you already have,
discover how to approach quilting a modern quilt by working with bold fabrics and
negative space, uniting a variety of shapes, and blending designs. Draw inspiration
from striking pictures of 20 modern quilts showing Angela’s designs. You’ll love her
practical advice for choosing the perfect pattern to give your modern quilt
maximum impact.

Shape by Shape Free-Motion Quilting with Angela Walters
Discover how to create freeform, raw-edge appliqué faces using Melissa Averinos'
fun, creative process. Melissa walks you through the process step by step, from a
comprehensive lesson on drawing the face, to translating your sketch into fabric,
to stabilizing the piece with stitching, to incorporating your stylized face into a
finished project, whether it’s a pillow, tote, shirt, or stretched canvas! Learn how to
make a variety of eyes, noses, lips, hair, and face shapes, as well as how to create
facial features in just the right proportions. You’ll be amazed by how good the final
portrait looks!

Zakka Wool Appliqué
It’s never been more exciting to add playful texture to your projects with freemotion quilting! Gain the confidence to quilt like an artist with best-selling author
Christina Cameli’s tactile approach. Try your hand at organic and geometric
textures, with step-by-step lessons to 65 designs and 10 variations! Find yourself
invigorated to finish projects on your home sewing machine or longarm, whether
you’re a confident beginner or seasoned pro.

Foolproof Walking-Foot Quilting Designs
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Take the guesswork out of free-motion quilting with 155 fresh ideas, each
handpicked for a specific space on a quilt. Popular author Amanda Murphy pairs
unique free-motion designs with 30 well-loved quilt blocks, such as the Sawtooth
Star and Drunkard’s Path. Pick and choose elements from each chapter (borders,
sashing, motifs, and more) for an artful finish! This must-have reference includes
an inspiring gallery of quilts, expert advice on domestic and longarm quilting, and
complete instructions for a table runner project to hone your skills.

Everyday Handmade
You can do it! Learn to free-motion quilt on a home sewing machine. Yes, you can!
Encouraging you step-by-step along the way, Molly Hanson teaches how to quilt
like a pro. You'll begin by quilting your name, because soon you'll be signing
unique works of art! Master the fundamentals of free-motion quilting on
manageable fat-quarter-sized fabric pieces and turn the pieces into projects Try 10
different quilting designs, including stippling variations, pebbles, square meander,
and swirls Confidently quilt 15 practical projects, such as a tote bag, weekender
bag, and laptop sleeve

Graffiti Quilting
Long and skinny or short and wide, modern and minimal or traditional and scrappy,
the 56 toppers in this book fit any table. This collection features patterns by
today's favorite designers. Styled photography offers a colorful preview of how the
quick-to-stitch projects look on tabletops and shows creative ways to include the
designs in your home decor Seasonal and holiday-themed projects are ideal for gift
giving and year-round stitching Double the variety with two comprehensive
sections: traditional, long table runners and diversely shaped table toppers

Free-Motion Quilting Idea Book
It's easy to plan your machine quilting—simply open Shape by Shape Free-Motion
Quilting with Angela Walters and find creative inspiration on every page. Userfriendly and visually exciting, the contents are first divided into three sections:
Blocks, Negative Space, and Borders. Then, to make it even more accessible, the
Blocks section is further organized by five shapes: Squares, Triangles, Circles,
Diamonds, and Hexagons. With an illustrated index, 70 free-motion quilting
designs, crystal-clear instructions, and gorgeous full-page photographs, this is the
go-to resource you'll want handy before starting any quilting project.

Quilting Is My Therapy
The master of free-motion quilting, Angela Walters, teaches you everything you
need to know in her newest book, Free-Motion Quilting Workbook. Unlike an
ordinary how-to manual, this interactive workbook will get your creative juices
flowing as you doodle designs of entire quilts, individual blocks, borders, and even
negative space. The pages have plenty of line-art shapes and inspiring
photographs to help get you started. There's also a bonus section of graph paper
to plan your own quilt designs. So, go ahead, start sketching!
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First Steps to Free-motion Quilting
Known for her cool, innovative style, Tula Pink will inspire you to toss your
mundane color wheel and commit to her signature approach. Angela Walters
creates the complementary finish and surface texture for each design, resulting in
the perfect marriage of color and style for each of the featured 17 quilt projects.

Free-Motion Mastery in a Month
Shares information on machine quilting, including the basics of how to set up your
machine, time-saving tips, and more advanced deorative stitching.

Machine Embroidery With Confidence
Visual Guide to Creative Straight-Line Quilting
Machine-quilting pro Lori Kennedy has taught hundreds of quilters how to start
and, more importantly, how to improve their machine quilting. Now she's packed
her vast knowledge, and more than 150 up-close photos, into 25 hands-on lessons
you can turn to anytime you need guidance. Each lesson has a practice session
and questions to help you evaluate what worked and where you may need a bit
more practice. Whether you stitch your way through a lesson a day or save them
for weekend quilting time, you'll soon be building skills and confidence, and
quilting your projects with ease. You'll learn: Why it's important to start doodling
(page 19) How to prevent drag or resistance when quilting a big quilt (page 44)
When to mark, and ways to avoid marking pitfalls (page 72) How to create focal
points and contrast with your quilting (page 116)

Quilt Savvy
Popular teacher, designer, and online radio host Pat Sloan teaches all you need to
know to machine quilt successfully. In this third book of her beginner-friendly
"Teach Me" series, Pat guides you step by step through walking-foot and freemotion quilting techniques. First-time quilters will be confidently quilting in no
time, and experienced stitchers will discover the joy of finishing their quilts
themselves. No-fear learning for quilting novices--Pat covers all the information
you need to quilt from start to finish Pat guides you through simple and fun
practice projects, including a strip-pieced table runner and an easy applique design
Collect the entire skill-building library of Pat Sloan's popular "Teach Me" series of
books

Continuous Line Quilting Designs
Quilters want to finish their quilts--and that means doing their own machine
quilting. In Free-Motion Quilting 101, teacher and quilter Ashley Nickels provides indepth instruction on learning the technique of free-motion quilting, combined with
simple small projects that reinforce the technique. Quilters will have fun while
learning the necessary steps to complete a quilting project. Free-Motion Quilting
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101 is divided into three parts--workbook-style practice; project session and indepth reference for finishing a quilt 15 foundational designs 3 simple projects and
1 larger project that is a culmination of the techniques learned in the book FreeMotion Quilting 101 is squarely on mastering the technique on a regular home
sewing machine and will be the book new quilters pick up first to learn how to freemotion quilt successfully.

Pat Sloan's Teach Me to Machine Quilt
"Detailed instructions for machine quilting. Includes techniques for free-hand and
free-motion designs. Detailed description of echo quilting and echo-quilted
feathers"--Provided by publisher.

Free-Motion Quilting with Angela Walters
Instructions for 86 great designs (geometric, garden, and other motifs) without
complicated starts and stops. Includes helpful suggestions for choosing and
combining patterns, fitting designs on projects, resizing, selecting materials, and
basting. Patterns appear on a background grid for easy resizing, and repeat units
and separate sewing paths are clearly indicated.

Skip the Borders
The perfect technical companion to Amanda Murphy's Rulerwork Quilting Idea
Book, this in-depth guide has everything you need to know about rulerwork quilting
on domestic and longarm machines. Learn how to choose the right rulers and feet,
plan out your quilting design with rulers, and combine rulerwork with free-motion
quilting. Useful photos teach you how to execute quilting designs with basic
straight-line and circle rulers, as well as specialty shapes like waves, clamshells,
and feathers.

Organic Free-Motion Quilting Idea Book
Turn the corner to free-motion success with a meandering makeover! Best-selling
author Angela Walters shows you that free-motion quilting doesn't have to be
scary—with a couple designs in your pocket, you can finish almost any quilt on
your home machine and enjoy the process. Practice 8 meandering stitches for
beginners, plus creative variations on each, with step-by-step visuals and quilted
samples. Start your free-motion journey on the right foot with proven techniques to
help you disguise mistakes and transition between designs with ease.

Step-by-Step Texture Quilting
A refreshingly new approach to free-motion stitching, First Steps to Free-Motion
Quilting by Christina Cameli allows you to make something beautiful while
improving your free-motion quilting skills. It features 24 simple projects and quilts
that are light on assembly so you can spend most of your time stitching. You ll
learn the basics, pick a project, and start stitching. A handy troubleshooting guide
ensures success every step of the way."
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Twelve Skill-Building Projects for Bernina
The perfect technical companion to Amanda Murphy’s Rulerwork Quilting Idea
Book, this in-depth guide has everything you need to know about rulerwork quilting
on domestic and longarm machines. Learn how to choose the right rulers and feet,
plan out your quilting design with rulers, and combine rulerwork with free-motion
quilting. Useful photos teach you how to execute quilting designs with basic
straight-line and circle rulers, as well as specialty shapes like waves, clamshells,
and feathers.

One Line at a Time
Instructions for creating quilts with complex designs that resemble graffiti art.

Making Faces in Fabric
Create quilts with simple designs, strong lines, and a modern aesthetic. With this
innovative collection, popular blogger and designer Julie Herman, the owner of
Jaybird Quilts, inspires you to create stunning quilts--without borders! Choose from
15 easy quilt patterns where design is the star and fabric is the supporting actor
Learn the structure of a borderless quilt; explore various bindings and their effect
on the overall look See what can be done when color is used in bold ways to
support a borderless quilt design

Free-Motion Quilting 101
Contains over 700 how-to illustrations for backing quilts, embellishment, paper
piecing, machine quilting, and using templates and stencils
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